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Introduction
Large events offer a unique opportunity to exercise energy conservation, encourage community
health, divert waste, and provide accessibility. Reflecting the community’s commitment to
reduce impacts, the City of Eugene encourages event planners and sponsors to invest in
sustainability features and incorporate sustainable event management practices in their roles.
As an organization, we provide resources which support director and manager efforts to exceed
current industry practice and improve the environmental footprint of their events.
To further these sustainability goals, the city has created the We Can! initiative. We Can!
provides a platform for event owners to share their efforts that align with local livability issues
such as municipal waste reduction or sustainable economic development, and to adopt third
party certification to ensure performance. We Can! ‘s communication platform coupled with
certification reporting creates the opportunity for sponsors to invest in sustainability and
incentivizes the event to support local business through its procurement practices. The We Can!
messaging is simple: Be Healthy, Reduce Impacts, and Build Community. Each of these
messages are intended to communicate the policy and programming efforts that support the
tenets of responsible events. We Can! aims to create a sense of community, help visitors and
attendees embrace a thoughtful perspective on resource usage, and build environments that
support healthy lifestyles. Furthermore, attendees educating themselves about waste
reduction, renewable energy, and responsible water use are likely to carry these ideas out into
the world and begin the process of making sustainability a normal part of their daily lives.
Utilizing the We Can! platform, the City of Eugene has supported a number of large sporting
events in the Eugene area over the past several years including the 2008 Olympic Track and
Field Trials, the 2012 Olympic Track and Field Trials, the 2014 IAAF Junior World
Championships, and most recently, the 2016 Olympic Track and Field Trials. These efforts have
helped make our city a destination for event organizers seeking to produce responsible sporting
events, and align with the City of Eugene’s Triple Bottom Line goals: Economy, Environment and
Equity. Moving forward, the city hopes to build on these previous successes and find innovative
solutions to the distinctive sustainability challenges associated with hosting large public events.

We Can! Booth: Planning and Organization
The following section provides guidance on planning, organizing, and executing the We Can!
communication and outreach booth at events. This booth is the public face of We Can! and
serves as the primary vehicle for delivering information about sustainability efforts to event
attendees. Every event comes with its own unique challenges which will need to be handled on
a case by case basis. However, this guide has been created by compiling information gleaned
from several years of We Can! events, primarily the 2016 Olympic Track and Field Trials, and
should serve as a solid foundation for implementing the booth portion of the program.

Planning: 6 Months Out
Design:


Locate and inventory We
Can! materials in Atrium
Building basement.
o Catalogue existing
collateral
o Make note of
replacement collateral
Preliminary sketches and
brainstorming of booth
design.
Begin developing activation
opportunities for
sustainability scavenger hunt.
Generate materials and
design ideas for the
scavenger hunt medallion or
other prizes.





Operations:


Develop volunteer
recruitment plan and
outreach material.
Develop job description and
responsibilities for an
intern/temp as project lead
Attend planning meetings
(*event organizer).
Determine goals and
measurable outcomes of We
Can! booth and sustainability
scavenger hunt.
Begin compiling a list of
potential volunteers based
on previous events.
Review budgets of previous
events.
Develop Rexius, University of
Oregon, City of Eugene, etc.
partnership/sponsorship
opportunities of in-kind or
cash donation.









Partner Contacts:



AHM Brands: Creative
director



Tracktown USA: Venue
and operations director

Location:


Contact event organizer to
initiate discussion of booth
location.
Prepare and propose We
Can! booth.
Review previous event
maps to gain an
understanding of the
event footprint/layout.




Partner Contacts:

Partner Contacts:







ETZEL Agency: Event
project manager

Tracktown USA: Venue
and operations director



ETZEL Agency: Event
project manager

Tracktown USA: Venue
and operations director

Planning: 3 Months Out
Design:


Create or order necessary
collateral from AHM or other
sources.
Begin finalizing activations
for the sustainability
scavenger hunt (*review
previous events).
Finalize scavenger hunt prize
design, locate vendor, and
create contract for
production (*2-3 months
out).
Evaluate the scavenger hunt
mobile platform to
determine and budget for
any changes.
Determine any video
content for monitor beyond
event images and acquire.
Contact Dave Villalobos with
Pedal Power Bikes about
acquiring bicycle generator.










Operations:


Coordinate with other city
departments for continued
collaborative efforts.
Hire intern/temp as project
lead.
Coordinate partners on any
equipment loans.
Begin distributing
volunteer outreach
materials.
Finalize budget for
operational components
(*interns, technical
support, equipment rental,
etc.)
Attend planning or off-site
meetings to remain
informed of credentialing
requirements, scheduling,
and transportation needs.








Partner Contacts:





Draft or acquire the
projected event map to
finalize a desirable booth
location.
Secure desirable booth
location based on location
of high traffic areas.
Determine what
challenges or resources
are available by location.
Confirm delivery/order
tent, lighting, electricity,
Wi-Fi, etc.
Deliver the booth layout
and design to Tracktown
and ETZEL for final
approval of footprint area.







Partner Contacts:

Partner Contacts:

AHM Brands: Creative
director




Location:

City of Eugene: Cultural
Services dept. & Parks and
Open Space dept.

Tracktown USA: Venues &
infrastructure operations
manager



University of Oregon:
Facilities staff
manager)



Tracktown USA: Venue
and operations director

 ETZEL Agency:
Vendor coordinator

Planning: 1 Month Out
Design:


Deliver preliminary
scavenger hunt activations
to AHM for inclusion on
mobile platform (*1.5-2
months out).
Coordinate with city
department or rental agency
to acquire video monitor.
Acquire sustainability
scavenger hunt prizes.
Any printing or collateral
production should be in
process.





Operations:







Partner Contacts:







Confirm location of booth
and determine services
(*tent, lighting, electricity,
Wi-Fi, etc.)
Determine an exact loadin/load-out date and time.
Gather event layout
information and map.
Preliminary site visit to
gain an additional
understanding of booth
area and activations.





Partner Contacts:



AHM Brands: Creative
director

City department with
access to video monitor
(*Information Services
Division.)

Acquire tentative schedule
for the event.
Create and schedule
internal and volunteer shifts
for the booth.
Coordinate staff and
volunteer credentialing if
necessary.
Coordinate collection of
loaned collateral pieces
(*track flooring, ISOC
award, survey tablets, etc.)
Obtain signed volunteer
waivers.

Location:



Partner Contacts:

ETZEL Agency: Event
project manager

Tracktown USA: Venue
and operations director





ETZEL Agency: Event
project manager

ETZEL Agency: Vendor
coordinator

Planning: 2 Weeks Out
Design:


Test and troubleshoot the
scavenger hunt mobile app.
Finalize booth layout and
any materials necessary to
complete the design
(*compost, stone blocks,
trees, tables, etc.)
Begin staging materials:
o Printing
o Monitor content





Operations:


Finalize city employee and
volunteer scheduling and
begin preparing volunteer
training.
Collect loaned collateral
pieces (*track flooring, ISOC
award, etc.)
Finalize move in date and
time for booth set up.
Begin staging materials:
o Printing
o Monitor content





Partner Contacts:



AHM Brands: Creative
director

Location:


Verify the exact location of
load in entrances and exits.
Final site visit to gain an
additional understanding of
booth area and activations.
Coordinate transportation
constraints or hurdles
(*truck gates, vehicle size
restrictions, etc.)




Partner Contacts:



ETZEL Agency: Event
project manager



University of Oregon:
Facilities staff

Partner Contacts:



ETZEL Agency: Vendor
coordinator



Tracktown USA: Venue
and operations director

Planning: 1 Week Out
Design:


Finalize the scavenger hunt
mobile app and activations
for operation.
Gather all collateral for
booth design in common
location, including video
monitor.
Stage scavenger hunt
collateral (*medallions,
medals, etc.)
Verify an AHM employee or
other contact for technical
support during the event.












Partner Contacts:



Location:

Operations:
Host volunteer training at
Atrium Building or similar
location.
Block out 2-3 days for full
booth setup.
Verify the security sweep
time as a hard stop for booth
completion.
Coordinate delivery of large
or sensitive booth items
(*bicycle generators, stone
blocks, etc.)

Partner Contacts:



AHM Brands: Creative
director



ETZEL Agency: Event
project manager

Tracktown USA: Venues &
infrastructure operations
manager



Send final site map to all
volunteers and employees.

Partner Contacts:



ETZEL Agency: Vendor
coordinator

Budget & Labor
The following costs are for all materials and labor expenses not directly related to city
employment. This does not include the cost of hiring a part time intern as the lead project
coordinator.

MARCH EXPENSES
Date

PO#

3/29/2016

BRING

Amount
30.00

Summary

Category

Description

Expense 1

Cuthbert Redwood

Expense 2
Expense 5
Expense 3
Expense 4
Expense 5
Total

30.00

APRIL EXPENSES
Date

PO#

4/4/2016

No. 53

Amount
330.00

Summary

Category

Description

Expense 1

de-nailing wood, cross cutting and sanding

Expense 2
Expense 4
Expense 3
Expense 4
Expense 5
Total

330.00

MAY EXPENSES
Date

PO#

Amount

Summary

Category

Description

Expense 1
Lanyards

256.00

Expense 2
Expense 1
Expense 3
Expense 4
Expense 5

Total

256.00

lanyards

JUNE EXPENSES
Date

PO#

Summary

Amount

Pancoast #0139

7,500.00

Category

Description

Expense 1

medallion fabrication

Expense 2
Expense 5
Expense 3
Expense 4
AHM #9910

2,900.00

Total

Expense 5

8'x20' booth graphics $1450 ea.

10,400.00

JULY EXPENSES
Date

PO#

Summary

Amount

Category

Description

Expense 1
Expense 2
AHM #9910
Pedal Power

4,565.00

Expense 3

tech serv ices

900.00

Expense 4

Pedal Power Bike 10 days

Expense 5
Total

5,465.00

WeCan! Budget 2016
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Tips

9,000
8,000
7,000
Expense 1

6,000

Expense 2

5,000

Expense 3
4,000

Expense 4

3,000

Expense 5

2,000
1,000
Expenses

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Total

Expense 1

0.00

30.00

330.00

0.00

7,500.00

0.00

7,860.00

Expense 2

0.00

0.00

0.00

256.00

0.00

0.00

256.00

Expense 3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,565.00

4,565.00

Expense 4

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

900.00

900.00

Expense 5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,900.00

0.00

2,900.00

Total

0.00

30.00

330.00

256.00

10,400.00

5,465.00

16,481.00

Trend

Booth Materials Checklist
The following is a comprehensive checklist of items needed for execution of the 2016 We Can!
booth. Items are primarily broken down into categories based on city ownership or partner
ownership. These materials may change in future years as the program evolves and new ideas
come to light.

City of Eugene Materials
o “We Can!” reclaimed wooden wall (*3 sections)
o Hardware for wall (*bolts, screws, bracing supports, etc.)
o “We Can!” reclaimed wooden podium/display box
o “We Can!” popup fabric banners with metal base (x6)
o “We Can!” Corex signboards, 3’X4’(x4)
o “We Can!” Corex sandwich boards, 2’x3’ (x3)
o “We Can!” Foamcore signboard, 8’x3’ (x2)
o “Love Food, Not Waste” Corex signboard with metal base (x4)
o Metal hardware and brackets for sandwich boards (x11)
o “We Can!” large fabric backdrop, 8’X20’ (x2)
o “Love Food, Not Waste” temporary tattoos and containers
o Video monitor
o Water stations (x9)

AHM Materials
o Mobile app aggregator hardware

Tracktown Materials
o ISOC Award
o Sustainability Survey tablets (x4)

Pedal Power Music Materials
o Bicycle generator and battery

University of Oregon Materials
o Track flooring

Rexius Materials
o One pallet of stone blocks
o One pallet of bagged “Love Food, Not Waste” compost

Down to Earth Garden Supply Materials
o Trees and various plants

Booth Metrics
Scavenger Hunt Participants
This metric tracks the number of scavenger hunt participants based on two benchmarks: the
recorded number of mobile app users and the number of scavenger hunt medallions
distributed. The number of mobile app users does not include multiple participants sharing a
single device or attendees who were unable to utilize the mobile app for various reasons. As
such, the actual number of total participants is more precisely reflected by the number of
medallions distributed.



Mobile App Users: 107
Medallions Distributed: 695

Sustainability Survey Responses






Number of participants: 185
Number of participants traveling using a mode other than single occupancy vehicles: 96
Number of participants who are aware of event sustainability efforts: 134
o Number of participants learning about event sustainability efforts through the
We Can! booth: 62
Average participant view on the importance of sustainability at the event (*1= Not
Important, 5= Very Important): 4.24
o ...Average view on the importance of recycling at the event: 4.81
o …Average view on the importance of composting at the event: 4.56
o …Average view on the importance of reducing carbon emissions at the event:
4.64
o …Average view on the importance of water conservation at the event: 4.55
o …Average view on the importance of providing organic, sustainable, or local food
options at the event: 4.5
o …Average view on the importance of supporting local and non-profit
organizations at the event: 4.62
o …Average view on the importance of encouraging youth participation at the
event: 4.71
o …Average view on the importance of encouraging social diversity at the event:
4.59
o …Average view on the importance of the event giving back to the community:
4.78

Sustainability Report
Z:\Solid Waste and Green Building\01_Program Areas\Sport and Sustainability\14-Track Town 16\CRS
Certification\01_Planning and Communications

Volunteer and Staff Hours


14 Volunteers
o



90.5 volunteer hours

5 City Staff
o

116.5 staff hours

Water Stations
This metric tracks the number of water stations used during the event. Ideally, this number
would be compared against the number of bottled water cases purchased and used by the
event organizer to determine the level of impact each additional water station provides.


9 Water Stations

We Can! 2016 Images

Scavenger Hunt Medallions
During the 2016 Olympic Track and Field Trials, We Can! created reclaimed wood medallions as
the primary prize for participating in the sustainability scavenger hunt. The wooden medallion
idea was adapted from previous events with the added element of sourcing reclaimed materials
from the local reuse non-profit BRING Recycling, a local reuse nonprofit specializing in used
construction materials.
During the renovation of the local Cuthbert Amphitheater in 2009, a number of the original
redwood seats were salvaged and sent to BRING’s facilities. In March 2016, the Waste
Prevention and Green Building department at the City of Eugene purchased a portion of these
boards for the express purpose of creating the scavenger hunt medallions. The boards
themselves were filled with broken nails and other imperfections and were sent to local wood
shop Nova Woodworks for planing and refinishing.
This prepared material was then sent to local artist Jason Pancoast and his business Shadowfox.
At Shadowfox, Jason cut the boards into medallion-sized pieces and laser etched a City of
Eugene “We Can!” design into each. These finished medallions were handed out over the
course of the trial’s ten days to any attendees who sought out at least three sites on the
sustainability scavenger hunt.

Cost and Vendors
Vendor
BRING Recycling

$30.00

Cost

Nova Woodworks

$330.00

Shadowfox

$7,700.00

Work Done
Purchase reclaimed redwood
seating
Crosscutting, de-nailing,
planing, and sanding
Design alterations, laser
etching, and sanding

Total Amounts &Usage
Shadowfox was able to create approximately 1,400 medallions out of the delivered material.
Not all of these medallions were usable however, due to major defects in the wood and etching
flaws in the production process.
During the event, the We Can! booth distributed approximately 695 medallions to event
attendees. The remaining medallions will be used at other public events hosted by the Waste
Prevention and Green Building department throughout 2016.





Salvaged Cuthbert Amphitheater seating



De-nailing and planing work at Nova
Woodworks



Finalized medallions from Shadowfox

Finalized medallion design

Logistical Issues
While executing the 2016 We Can! booth, several logistical hurdles came to light. The following
section is an attempt to remedy some of those issues. Each of these issues has been grouped
into one of three categories: Transportation/Deliveries, Collateral, and Volunteers.
Transportation/Deliveries
Any interns or temporary employees hired will likely need to have valid driver’s licenses and be
certified to drive city vehicles. This should be taken into account early on in the process to avoid
any potential problems as the event approaches.
The City of Eugene has the following vehicles which should be reserved for all load-in and loadout days:
o Passenger van
o Pickup truck
In addition, several other pieces of equipment will need larger delivery trucks, in particular the
water stations. BRING recycling was willing to offer their large delivery truck for moving the
water stations and should be kept in mind as a resource for future events. However, a backup
plan for moving large pieces of equipment should be evaluated and established at least 2 weeks
from the event date. All large trucks deliveries were confirmed with both ETZEL Agency at least
one week from the event to determine the most appropriate date and time for drop off. At
least one city employee should be on-site during load-in of larger materials to ensure proper
placement and correction of any difficulties encountered. Event security will likely be underinformed about vendor deliveries and instructions passed between various parties should be
assumed tenuous at best. As such, maintaining lines of communication between the head of
load-in activities, in this case ETZEL Agency, should be well established and load-in times should
be verified multiple times before the actual day.

Collateral
All orders for new and replacement collateral should be completed at least three months in
advance. This time frame should allow for any troubleshooting and unexpected delays which
may occur. When determining which portions of old collateral can be reused, review previous
budgets, the collateral checklist, and create a prioritized list of expenditures as a blueprint for
absolutely necessary changes and those which can be worked around. For example:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Booth location costs- Primary Cost
Scavenger hunt prizes- Primary Cost
Mobile app updates- Primary Cost
Video monitor rental- Secondary Cost
Updated We Can! messaging boards- Secondary Cost

Any collateral work which can be completed internally should be pursued as a cost saving
measure, such as design or repair work. Collateral pieces that are borrowed from city
departments, such as video monitors, should be reserved at least one month from the event
date to avoid any conflicts.
Borrowed collateral which will be sourced externally, should be located 1-2 months before the
event, depending on the scale of the request. For the 2016 Trials, Rexius landscaping company
provided several dozen stone blocks and a pallet of Love Food, Not Waste compost for the We
Can! booth garden display. Additionally, Down to Earth Home and Garden Company provided
several trees and various plants to complete the garden setup. Major details to contend with
regarding borrowed collateral are delivery/pickup responsibilities, replacement costs for any
damaged materials, and any sponsorship opportunities the partner may want to pursue.
Sponsorships may be an option for reducing the cost of external collateral if the business is
willing to negotiate, however the We Can! messaging should not be compromised in any way.
For any pieces of collateral which may require technical support (*video monitor or mobile
app), a contact person should be established at least one week from the event date and sooner
if possible. This person should have direct contact with all internal employees working with the
booth should anything arise and the booth leads are unavailable. Additionally, any potential
short-term backup solutions should be developed before the event begins, such as off-line
replacement content for the monitor in the event of Wi-Fi failure.
Contact with the event organizer should be established early regarding any collateral which will
be used. Finding conflicts between the organizer’s sensibilities and the booth’s content quickly
will allow these to be resolved without wasting precious resources. All stages of design,
particularly final decisions, should be crosschecked with event organizers to ensure
compatibility.

Volunteers
To avoid any potential problems with “no-shows,” all shifts should be filled with at least two
volunteers. During the event itself, it is much simpler to let extraneous volunteers leave early
rather than scramble for assistance during unexpectedly busy periods. Additionally, all
volunteers should provide two forms of contact (*phone and email) should anything arise that
requires communication. Ensure all volunteers have access to a finalized schedule at least one
week before the event. Reminders should be sent out to the volunteer contact list 1-2 days
before the event begins.
At least one booth lead should be present on-site at all times with assistance from internal
employees if possible. Scheduling should be done carefully to avoid overloading any single
person and pushing paid employees into overtime.
Resources for volunteer outreach include the following:


Eugene Master Recyclers






University of Oregon Office of Sustainability
University of Oregon Planning, Policy, and Public Management Department
University of Oregon Journalism School
University of Oregon Warsaw Sports Marketing Center

Event Scalability
As of 2016, the We Can! platform has primarily been a feature of large sporting events such as
the Olympic Track and Field Trials. However, this program offers the potential to be scaled up
or down for various public events in the future. Smaller festivities, such as Eugene’s Art in the
Vineyard, can serve as non-sporting focused outreach opportunities to educate local citizens
about the importance of reducing impacts at public events. Conversely, the 2021 World Track
and Field Championships hosted in Eugene, will easily be the largest public event featuring the
We Can! platform.
Future opportunities, whether larger or smaller than the 2016 Olympic Trials, will require
alterations to various portions of the program itself. The following section offers possible
solutions to issues and conflicts arising from event scalability before they arise. Of course, it is
impossible to predict every eventuality and any ideas in this section should be altered or
adapted according to real world conditions.

Booth Footprint
The We Can! booth footprint during the 2016 Olympic Trials was approximately 20’X20’. In
previous years, such as the 2014 World Junior Track and Field Championships, the booth was
double in size at approximately 20’X40’. Each of these sizes has potential drawbacks and
benefits, depending on the relative scale of the hosted event. The site of the 2016 We Can!
booth received lower levels of traffic than other event areas, such as the Starting Block festival.
Due to this lower volume, the 20’X20’ booth provided adequate room for even the highest
levels of visitation. However, it is likely the booth would not have been large enough given a
location receiving larger numbers of attendees. As such, both the event size and the location of
the booth itself are necessary considerations when determining the booth’s footprint.
The following are a list of concerns given certain booth and event sizes. These are by no means
comprehensive and may need to be adjusted given the unique properties of each event.
Additional concerns should be added as they become apparent:
Large booth (20’X40’):
 At least three or more in-booth activations, such as Pedal Power bikes, should be
incorporated in the booth itself. Additional activations TBD.
 Larger footprints will incur significantly more cost in terms of space rental, which will
prove limiting when considering other program expenditures.
 Video monitor setup required to have a meaningful influence on booth attendees: 80”+
 The University of Oregon track flooring will not cover this entire booth area. As such,
additional options will have to be explored if flooring is desired.
 Number of medallions/prizes needed: 1,200+





The booth “garden” should be expanded to include more information about the Love
Food, Not Waste composting program, WaterWise landscaping, and the School Garden
Project. Garden focused activations might include:
o Native plant identification
o Pollinator friendly plant giveaways
o “Flower bombing” pods
Appearances by the Love Food Not Waste ‘Veggie Mob’ on multiple days (*if available)

Average booth (20’X20’):
 Size will likely not be adequate if the event is sufficiently large (*2016 Olympic Trials)
and the booth is sited in a high traffic location.
 At least two or more in-booth activations, such as Pedal Power bikes, should be
incorporated in the booth itself. Additional activations TBD.
 Video monitor setup required to have a meaningful influence on booth attendees: 60”+
 Number of medallions/prizes needed: 800+
Small booth/table (10’X10’):
 Primarily used for smaller outreach events such as Sunday Streets.
 Most materials from the large and average sized booths will be unnecessary (*video
monitor, track flooring, etc.)
 Primary collateral will be:
o Informational pamphlets
o Sandwich boards
o Pop-up fabric banners
o 8’ Table
 Secondary or tentative collateral will be:
o Pedal Power bike
o Love Food, Not Waste compost display
 Number of medallions/prizes needed: 400+

Challenges and Lessons Learned
Over the course of the 2016 Olympic Track and Field Trials, several themes became apparent
which should guide all decisions for future We Can! events. Several of these themes are related
specifically to task management, expectations for the booth itself, and interagency
communication.
Contact with partners outside of the City should be established as early as possible.
Additionally, maintaining contact with multiple individuals in any given organization will prove
useful should roles change, individual capacity becomes overloaded, or information is required
regarding a pressing situation or timeframe. Tracktown USA is experienced with organizing
large events and recognizes the huge number of moving parts inherent in hosting public
gatherings. However, communication of expectations and logistics to partners outside of the
organization for a highly complex event can present challenges due to the highly complex
nature of the event itself and changing day-to-day conditions which cannot be predicted. With
this in mind, it must be said that the We Can! program should proactively identify the
appropriate channels for requesting assistance should be identified months in advance of the
event itself and periodically maintained on a weekly or bi-weekly basis.
One concern in particular which should be vigorously pursued is the siting of the booth itself.
Where the booth lands in an event’s overall footprint is the most important consideration when
determining the amount of attendee traffic expected. Acquiring a desirable spot expected to
host large numbers of people should be considered as the primary budgetary expenditure for
every major We Can! event. Booth location was a high priority for the 2016 Trials, however due
to a number of issues, the original desired position at the Starting Block festival area was not
chosen by the event organizers as the final site. The 2016 We Can! booth still produced notable
levels of outreach success, however it is likely this would have be dramatically increased by
siting the booth in the Starting Block footprint. Information such as the number of required
medallions or scavenger hunt prizes will also be affected by the booth location and
consequently, decisions regarding these pieces should be made after the location has been
confirmed.
Additional challenges surrounded the construction and teardown of the physical booth itself.
The 2016 booth build out took approximately three days, with two of those involving at least
two city staff. For future events, it may be worthwhile to consider hiring temporary
employment just to assist with booth build out and teardown, particularly if time is limited.
Finding out exactly how much time will be available for construction early will help answer this
question. If possible, make a list of all the necessary tools for the booth build (*socket
wrenches, ladder, zip-ties, etc.) and confirm that they are located with the collateral. Third
party deliveries during the build out, such as the Rexius compost supply, required at least one
city staff person on-site to coordinate communication and logistics. This pattern is likely to

remain in place for future large events and so deliveries should be coordinated to reflect city
staff schedules and appropriate times. Delivery personnel should have the contact information
of both the on-site city employee and the event operations manager. Unexpected problems
inevitably arose during 2016 and having additional buffer time to help remediate those issues
proved crucial in getting the booth functioning on time. It should be expected that the booth
build will take at least one day longer than initially anticipated and this time should be built into
schedules.
One of the most frequented activations during the 2016 scavenger hunt was the Tracktown
USA Sustainability Fan Survey. Rather than relying on external partner surveys, the We Can!
program should consider creating its own survey for use at future events. This survey should be
paired with a tablet or similar technology to raise the participation rates of attendees. By
moving the sustainability survey feature in-house, the program can more easily evaluate its
outreach and impact performance.
Volunteer recruitment for the 2016 Trials was very successful thanks to the combination of
early outreach and enthusiastic local volunteer organizations. On several days, the booth was
staffed by more volunteers than necessary. In order to prevent unnecessary travel and work on
the part of the volunteers, scheduling should be based on the following rule of thumb:




Large event/booth: 3+ volunteers per shift
Mid-sized event/booth: 2+ volunteers per shift
Small event/booth: 1 volunteer per shift

The length of volunteer time slots may change in the future depending on specific conditions,
however, a standard allotment of four hour shifts was an effective framework for volunteers in
2016. This period of time was useful as an incentive for participants hoping to earn required
volunteer hours with other organizations and did not appear as too great a time commitment.
A list of volunteer resources, including external organizations who may have interested
members, can be found in the earlier section titled “Logistical Issues.”
Finally, as a general observation, the 2016 in-booth activations which provided an interactive or
hands-on component, such as the Pedal Power bike, engaged event attendees much more
effectively than other strategies. With this mind, having additional interactive booth
components should be a high priority when determining expectations and outcomes.

